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Sports Wheel

High 'School Mates
Perform for Lobos

FLAG

~--ByPAULSaODAL--~
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La!lt night'!! basketball game,
along with the clear, cold weather
brings to mind that we are enter~.
ing the period of the year when the
cage sport t11kes the spotlight an!l
the "cr&ze" that used to be con~
fined to Indiana has swept across
the country like ·a Texas. norther.
This most llnpredictable of all
. sports shollld enjoy a )>anner season, providing the long cold hand of
the draft and other manpower collecting agencies doesn't . grab too
quickly.
,
It is a virtual impossibility to
rank the teams. The home-court advantage, said l>y many to be as
great as 10 ooints, makes even the
the most favored of te11ms almost
an equal on other teams'. floors.
· Many of the old standbys figure
to be in the running .again for national honors with several brash
11ewcomers ready and willing to
make theh· l>id. So, risking our
necks as prognosticators, we have
taken the consensus of other writers and formed our national and
Bo.rder ·conference pre-season rankings.
ftn a nationwide basis, we like in
this order: CCNY, Bradley, Kentucky, North Carolina State, Oklahoma A&M, Brigham Young, Long
Islalld, Kansas, Western Kentucky,
and Arkansas. Through our own
. Border Conference, despite Coach
Fred Enke's pessimism, we think
the perennial champions from Alizona, with the Johnson• brothers
and Honea back from last year's
talented team, will be the group to
beat.
Arizona State '(Tempe) collld easily be second followed by West
Texas and Hardin-Simmons. Our
Lobos collld be on the rebound and
finish in the upper division, but
will have a tough fight from Texas
Tech.
Texas Western figures next on
the list, but don't count the Aggies
of A&M out. We will.know more
about them at the end of their present eastern swing. Flagstaff is favored for the cellar position.
The Lobos are given a higher
rating than many feel they deserve
becallse of a good spirit and attitude, vital for any winning team,
experience of playing together.last
year, and strongerreserve strength.
·Their fast l>reak is improving and
if they get their share of rebounds,
the could reach the upper four
floors of the conference.
The Daily Lobo will publish its
first nil-University basketball team
next Wednesday, chosen from participants in this Y'lar's intramural
games.

FOOTBALL
Today's Games
AROTC vs. Delta Sig
SAE vs. ·Jerboans
In the second day of play, the
powerful teams of thE! intr!lmllral
circuit began to unwrap the~r bags
of tricl;:s, Tuesday afternoon Lambda Chi Alpha rolled over the DE!
Anza Club, 25 to 6. Lambda Chl
used a powerful passing attack,
with ends Falbin and Francis accounting for 12 and 6 points, respectively. Ed Swanson scored the
fourth touchdown, and the Lambda
center, Martin, made the first con, version of the season. C. Garcia
scored the lone tally for the De
Anza Club.
· Sigma Alpha Epsilon seems to
have what it takes to win football
games, as th!lY trounced the Newman Club 42 to 6. Every man in
the backfield and one end scored.
Quarterbae/t Roland Kurth got 6
points, Bill MaYJle scored 6, Dave
Agnew tallied for 12, fullback Phil
Davy also went for 12 points, and
left end Bruce Pieters gathered in
a pass and W!Jnt for the final touchdown.

Russ Nystedt and Marvin Sp~l- ·
!ina, teamm11tes. for four years l_Il
high school, donned the. same limforms last night, This time it was
the cherry and silver of the Lobo
frosh. ,
Ny~tedt and $pallina were teammates on the fast-stepping Calumet
High team of Chicago, 1!1. Both
boys gained mai!Y honors for the
Calllmet team and decided to con•
tinue the combination for the Lobos.
Nystedt, a strapping 6'4" 2~0-lb.
center, was chosen for all-Chicago
honors and le!l the entire . city in
scoring in 1949.
Spallina, a set-shot !\ltist, arrived here last Fel>ruary and it will
be his second semester of frosh .
play.

Guest ~peaker Lectures
Phi Delta Kappa Monday

Thursday, December 7, 1950
· ' Page J)'our

Phl Delta Kappa, edllcation ·fraternity, will meet Monday at 7:30
p.m. at Sara RaYilolds Hall. All
jllnior, senior and graduated students at•e invited to attend.
Gues.t speaker will be John Milne,
He will .talk· on "Educat'ional Opportu.nities in All>uquerque."

Walking Club to Explore
The Biking club will leave at. 8
a. m. Su11dily to explore ·caves m
the Manzano mountains. All in~r
ested pel·sons are asked to meet in ·
front of the dining h&ll.

"
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The LOBO earries classified advertising
in each Thursday paper. Rates: fie per
word or a nlin. of 50e per ad; 25e extr&
for blind address ads •. Ads must be in our
bands by o p. m. Tuesday of the week
they are to appea:r. Ada wiU not. be accepted by -telephone and vayment on all classified ads must be made in advance. Mail ad
and payment to Associated Students Of·
flee, University of New Mex_ico. The LOBO
is not liable for mistakes except to the
amount of the ad. The Lobo reserveS the
right to :oroper1y edit and classi!y all adS
and to refuse any or all advertising.

For Sale
1960 WILLYS-OVERLAND CONVERTIBLE_.. co]or cream 1 excellent conditiont heater. radio, white wall tiras, bumper guard,
turn light, windshield washer. $2200.00 new.
Priee $1500.00. One-third down, . fifteen
months to pny, Apply 425 South Hermosa.
Phone 5-1121.
WOMAN'S light weight skis, poles a~td
boots. Phone 5.. .tlf7 evenings..
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., FRIDAY, DECE:M:BER 8,

Social Groups Join
In Annual Hanging
Of Green Monday

Phone 3-4635
.

Discount to All
100/I o College
Students
On All Watch Repairs

Dugger's Jewelry
619 No. Amherst
Phone 5-5787

FIRST

,.

•

Roll.e~

Burt

in BRANDS

$4.50

YOU KNOW
STATE-0-MAINE

Burl-oxford button-down collar with the soft roll
(the college man's staple diet). A "Manhattan," of course.

VIYELLA
PENDLETON
RABHOR

AL AND THIRD
.
OB. aiLL CENTER and CENTR . ..

N

--

'

To make your

Range

Winter Formal Perfect
. Order her Corsage from McKown's
I

'

On the Triangle

$3.95
Range-fine whlte broadcloth with the wide-spread
collar. Made by "Manhattan," which means perfect Jit.

•
Special Discount
to Organizations

We give you the best and put it up too!
CALL US A'l' 5·6111

The Manhattan Shirt Cotnpany, maker/1 of"Manhattan" shim, tiel,
iUitlmooar, pajama&, sporuliirts, bcacliwoor and handkermillf•·

2937 MONTE VISTA BOULEVARD
''On the Triangle"
''Your 'Manhattan Shop in the Heights".

uuard .!!'rank
goes up
a
seven
inches of Western State's Ted Griffith. Center Bill Swenson, second from left, waits under the basket and John
Leonard, No: 34, watches from the free throw circle. (Photo by Danny Terry)

Flying Club Sponsors
Sunday Morning Trip
A breakfast flight to Longhorn,
N. M., has Qeen planned for Sunday morning l>y members of the
UNM Flying club. The student pilots and their passengers will take
off on the trip f1·om the East Mesa
airport at about 8:30 a. m.
Club officials announced that they
have several planes and special
rates available for the use of the
group. They said anyone interested
in 6ying is welcome to join the organization in any of its activities.
Membership is not limited ,to men,
the officials added.
,
The group's activities include
cross-country flights, competition in
mock l>ombing and other flying
skills, flight inst~:uction, and picnics.
An air day is planned for next
month featuring all kinds of flying
and a barbecue.

.
'

By Lionel Linder
.
Albuquerque's Civic Symphony
and Choral Society will give the
fifth annual production of aandel's
"Messiah" in Carlisle gymnasium at
8:15p.m. Sunday. Hans Lange will
direct the program.
Joseph Grant will direct the 96voice chorus in its part of the program which includes the finale,
"The Hallelujah Chorus!' The audience. will stand for the final number as a result of tradition. Upon
.hearing the "Messiah" for the first
. time, King George II of England
rose to his feet and naturally caused
the spectato1·s to do the same. Consequently audiences all over the
world· stand for the finale.
· Roger Fee, Jane Snow, Mrs. Priscilla Robb McDonnell, and Robert
Sprecher wil !be the soloists.
.. Fee has participated with the
Denver Symphony Orchestra and
Denver Gmnd Opera company in
addition to winnitlg three. scholarships at the American Conset·vatory of Music in Chicago. He wiU
sing the bass roles.
aaving appeared several times
with the symphony and in the New
Mexico concert series, soprano Jane
Snow will sing the aria, "I Know
That My Redeemer Liveth!' She is
a UNM music instructor and was
the star of D~an J. 'D. Robb's l•Little

•
•

Christmas Art Sale
Opens Nexf,Sunday

Senate to Discuss
Religious Conference

The Student A1·ts group will open
its second annual Christmas sale
A proposed inter-faith religious
next Sunday with a reception from conference, March '26 to 29, is on
4 to 6 p. m. in the gallery at the the Student Senate agenda for this
Fine Arts building.
afternoon, Senate officials said.
In early October, Dr: Sherman
The sale, open 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
daily, will run Monday through Fri- Smith, director of student affairs,
day. ~ts purpose is to sell student invit'ed presidents and adulut adart work, and all items on display visors of UNM religious organizaare products of the University art tions to meet with him in a discussion of the conference.
department.
·•
•
Student reJ?resentatives of six l.'ePat Julio, chairman of the hanging committee, said that items of- ligious orgamzations later met with
fet·ed for sale will include some Dean of Men Howard V. Mathany,
good examples of oil paintings; and now those interested in the conare to put it before the Senwood cuts, water colors, litho- ference
ate.
'
graphs, jewelry, ceramics, weaving
The purpose of the March event
and sculpture. Students, on presen- is to consider how vital religion is
tation of activity ticltets, are en- \'10 individuals and groups in times
these. The Student Senate is to
titled to a 20 per cent discount on '1ike
meet at 4 p. m. in the Science Lecany item:
ture hall.

Civic Symphony Presents
l-landel' s 'Messiah' Sunday

I

''

Fraternity, sorority, and independent dorm members will participate
Monday night at 6:30 in the annual
Hanging of the Greens ceremony.
A candlelight· procession will
start the affair with· three separate
grotlps picking up other grouvs on
campus. One group will start at the
Lambda Chi Alpha house, another
at Hokona, and a third at the Pi
Beta Phi lodge.
The groups will sing carols and
meet at the president'.s home where
they will join and go to the SUB for
the remainder of the program.
Members of Sigma Alpha Iota,
music honor&ry, will sing. Winners
of the campus songfest in l>oth the
men's and women's divisions will
join with them. Christmas carols
will be sung by all students and the
annual Hanging of the Greens will
take place.
Kathleen Kepner, 1\lortar board
member in charge, said the bell in
the Administration building will be
1·ung as a reminder to all students.
She asked that foreign students especially attend and become ac•
quainted with some of UNM's traditions as well as the American
spirit of Christmas.

and Guaranteed
Watch Repairing

And don't
forget our
PARTY SERVICE ANYWHERE

:
"'I

L

Jewelry
Watches

•

I
' i .,.

18

Two for Kremer

"It is estim&~d that in England
alone, during the reign of Henry
VIII, there were about 70,000 hangings, an average of nearly six each
day for the whole period of his
reign."-Teeters and Barnes.

Classifieds

THE NEW MEXICO

VOL. LIII

EuClare
2310 E. Central

est s un

DAILY

'YOUR FORMAL CORSA.GE
'

am

-WEATHER
Partly cloudy with occasional
winds. Slightly colder tomorrow.
High today 50,.low tonight 25.

Joe."
"He Shall Feed His Flock" and
"0 Thou That Tellest Good Tidings" will be the outstanding arias·
sung by Mrs. McDonnel, daughter
of Dean Robb. Now residing in St.
Louis; she has sung in recitals at
UNM and .was a member of the
music faculty at Colorado University.
Sprecher will sing the al•ia,. "Every Valley.'' Having extensive experience in opera recitals, omtorios,
radio and television. and having
studied for five .years under Paul
Alhous in New York, Sprecher, will
open the. performance aftar the
overture with "Comfo1•t Ye My
People.''
Pianist for the program will be
Hazel McMahan, official accompanist for the Choral Society.
Composed in the short span of 23
days, the "Messiah" was first pre•
sented in Ireland in 1742. It wlls hn·
mediately successful there. 't'he reV"
elation of Christ's birth, his birth
and tl!a celebration of his birth are
the themes of the first part of the
pl'ogram.
Anne Richar·ds~•n
Applause only at intermission and
conclusion of the composition has
The UNM Lettermen's cluJ> will
been recommended by tlie .symphony select their 1950 "Varsity Girl"
and tickets for students are on sale fl'om these three candidates at their
at t)ie offi~e of the department of annual dance tonight at Carlisle.
mUS1C,
From left to right the candidates

Varsity Gals •••

Martha Weeks, '50
Is Commissioned

\By Don Bennett
. Eighteen, campus grollps are to
compete in the Song Fe~:~t next Sunday in the SUB. 'frophies will be
given to the two best men and worn.
en grouus.
Each group is to sing one .Christmas song and one other of their
own choosing.
.Awards will be given on b'asis of
performance, ap;peamnce, and taste
in chose of ):longs. Judges for the
fest include: Dr. Sherman Smith,
Edwin Todd, Mrs. Bess Cuny Redman, Mrs. Edward Angona, and
Wesley Selby.
·
Organizations singing and their
songs in the order of appearance
. are: Sigma Chl, "Sleigh Bells" and
"Morning"; Sigma Phi Epsilon, "Silent Night" and "Steal Away"; Chi
Omega, "Gesu Bambino" and
"You'll Never Walk Alone"; Men's
Dorm, "0 L1ttle Town of Bethlehem" and "Stout-Hearted Men.''
Alpha Delta Pi, 'jChristmas Luilaby" and "Wanting You"· Kappa
Alpha, "We Three Kings"' and "0
Come, 0 Come, ·Emanuel"; Alpha
Chi ,Omega, "Adeste Fidelis" and
"Inttlie Still of the Night.''
.
NROTC "B
·
s
·
''
d
•
eaubful avlor an
the t "Navy Hymn"·,· Kapaa Alpha
T
he al "The Shepherds an the I11n"
and· 'Younger Than Springtime";
Newman Club, "Panis a Agengius"
and "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot";
Phrateres, "An!f.els' Voices Ever
Singing" and ' My aeart Stood
Still"; Sigma Alpha Ep_silon,
"Cantique de Noel" and "Winter
Song"; Pi Beta Phi, "Jesus, Joy of
Man's Desire" and "Pale Hands I
Love.''
Delta Delta Delta, "Medley" and
"Tea for . Two''; Phi Kappa Tau,
"God Rest You Merry Gentlemen"
and "Let It Snow"; Pi Kappa Alpha,, "Deck the Halls" and "Ave
Marm"; Kappa Kappa Gamma, "O
Thou That Tellest" and "Mood Indigo"; Phi Delta Theta, "Carol of
the Bells" and "Battle Hymn of the
Republic.''

Second Lieutenant Martha L.
Weeks, of Albuquerque, is among
the 47 college graduates selected
from over 200 applicants to be commisisoned in the Women's Army
Corps section of the Organized Reserve Corps directly from civilian
life.
Lieutenant Weeks is a graduate
of the Johnston Consolidated aigh
School, Johnston, Iowa, and attended Drake University. She obtained
a B'. A. degree in dramatic arts in
education froJ;ll the University of
New Mexico.
•
·
From 1946 to 1947 she was a
dancer with a USO group which
Leonard Lapka, Ski club :presi~
appeared in Japan, K01·ea, and the dent,
announced that UNM Skl club
Philippines.
was completing plans for a Ski Carnival on Feb. 17 and 18. At their
last meeting, events for the forthJoe Valdez to Officiate coming
Ski Carnival were discussed.
Torchlight parades, races, both inAt Weekly TGIF Meeting tramural
and open, and a . dance
TGIF club members will have an- have been scheduled for the Februother of their weekly meetings at ary agenda.
1720 E. Central this afternoon.
A Ski Queen will be selected and
These informal get-togethers are crowned to reign over the two-day
always welcome after, a strenuous Ski Carnival.
week of studies and put participants
The University Ski club is closin the right mood for a relaxing ing its membership drive. All stuweekend.
dents and faculty members wishing
The parties begin early and usual. to join are urged to do so now. "Skily last until quite late. All inter- ing ability is not a prerequisite,''
ested persons are welcome. Mr. Joe said President Lap!{a, "only a genValdez will pour.
uine interest in skiing."

Ski Club Makes Plans;
Queen to Be Selected

..

Joan Lewis
are: Anne Richardson, Farming·
ton; Joan Lewis, Albuquerque;
Helen Cox, Albuquerque. Trophies
will be presented to the outstanding lettermen in each varsity !!port

aelen Cox
for the 1950 season.
All students and alumni lettermen of the University may attend
the dance· from 9 to 12. Tickets are
$1.00 per couple.
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Dean Roy A. Bowers
Reviews Drug Laws

·,i

i

Dr.. Rs5r A. Bue:s;. .ram eri tie

O:!ll'eg,e flif p;....
"Y. ~ Jasii;
~ a$: tlie ~ e£ tie u
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: Dei'gftt H;er 'fiis. CJnisfmas I

witJ1 3D Bx£ra Piece
i:a Her Sfe:Jiiax

Dil'erlor

of the·
Allleic.m Hmnanist AssoclatiOD
wil!l be the speaker on
Decem1ler Uth and 17th
IINlTARTAN FELI.OWSHIP OF ALBUQUERQUE
Y...ul. C'eater, 5 P.M.

~r. Tedloc~ Explains

Author D. H. lawrence.

THE FtrBIJC IS COJIDULLY INVITED

WATCHES

STUDENTS!

Q;mfJ1fy

Lenwn FB'rlL
$3.58

TIME FOR CHRISTMAS PORTRAITS

06is- Se:ti'iq: PRus - alil

'

II'

patterJis ,pricai ft-.

~JAKE

p.Qftte$1UI

YOUR .APPOThi'TME!Ie'TS NOW

·•'

(

FOGG'S
For that

' ,~per."

HARVEY
CAPLIN
PHOTOGRAPHER
PHONE 3-1512

•

OLD TOWN PLAZA

TBI8 OUR CBRI8TIIA8 SHOPPING GUIDE EDITION

Christmos Gift
Select a light Nylon

Keuetl
To Better
Advertising
Results

•
Olare.nce' Parr, F1rl:1t .Congregadents with master or bachlor de- . tiona~ churt:)h minister, will speak
grees in physics and m11thematics. at 6:20 tonight at a USCF meeting.
For further il!form.ation, contact IIis topic is, "What Next in the
,
the General Placement Bureau. Far East?"
They are also interested in di!!tiSome <>f the hilthlights <>f his talk
ci~n~. '
'
.
will be "is a major war inevita)>le,"
All students who intend to grad- "should the atomic bomb be
uate in February or June should dropped," and "is peace possible"?
i·egist!,lr with the General Placement
Bureau now, A great many letters
'l'hi~> is your Christmas llhopping
from. companies all over the United guide editi9n, let it,aid ~ou in your
States, concerning graduates, are . gift selections.
co~ing into the. b:urtau,
·~---Check with the travel bureau in
Let the Advertising in the Daily ·. the SUB for .rides home :for Christmas.
Dr. E. W. Tedlock, Jr., professor. Lobo aid you in your C)lristmas
in the English department, is con-. ·shopping.
Go to the. Song Fest.
sidered .an authority on D. H. Lawrence.
For 10 montHs Tedlock and his
family lived in Taos, N. M., while he
was' studying the manuscript!! of
TERMS
BUY NOW
Lawrence. The study was made posTO
PAY AFTER
sible by a fellowship gr~mted Ted~
SUIT YOU
CHRISTMAS
lode by the humanities division of
the Rockefeller foundation.
When asked what was the center
for Lawrence's J?Opularity, Tedlock
ELGIN - HAMILTON - GRUEN
stated, "The al:>Ility to express the
PEARLS - COMPACTS - BILLFOLDS
spontaneous power of human beings, instead of the conventional aspects."
·
MEN'S AND LADIES JEWEL.RY
Continuing, Tadlock said, "People
do not move from conventional mo. GIFTS FOR ALL AGES
tivation. They move according to
subconscious forces. Lawrence was
!ll!le to capture this motive on paThe Indian school, located in Albuquerque, has notified the General
Placement Bureau of an available
part-time job. The school wants an
Indian student, either Navajo or
:Puel!lo, to work for room and board.
Los Alamos is intere~>ted in stu.

DR. EDWIN WILSON

m:- ~ IJretm ~
J!a:fm :fiafa!a! JegW1q fi~~e ~
...-i et:a:i=g tier R!lli9"C' eE. ~
til;!;~ :md ~af f!e2t'-

tisms lml!i tite lez;t! siOa.iilis flif

I...____J_o_B_-_P_o_R_r_u_N_I_T_IE_s___..__.··I

s. !!lie
Page Ttro

FriraJ,. ~

. Tedlock's book, "D. H. Lawrence
Manuscripts," was published in
· 1948 by the University of New
Mexico Press. The foreword of the
book was written by Frieda Lawrence, widow of the author. Mrs.
Lawrence states in the foreword,
"Good work like this does not need
an introduction. But it is fascinating to watch good, hard work being
done."
Tedlock received his Ph.D. September 1, of this year. His dissertation was, "The Study of Lawrence
and America." The degree was
awarded f1·om the University of
Southern California.
Let the Advertising in the Daily
Lobo aid you in your Christmas
shopping.

•

------Total population of the earth is

estimated to be 2,287,000,000.

GLAD TO SEE
YOU BACK
Solve Your Laundry
and Dr:r Cleanin~
Problems Here

,,'
,.

..'
I

is a salesman who sees that many students now THE DAILY LOBO.

•
USE THE MEDIUM THAT VISITS THE STUDENTS EVERY

mastetfuUy tai!«ed
1frls magic tabrlc into a

TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY. AND FRIDAY

wondeduiJy~

amningly light,
comforl:lble :fasl:Uod.

I

Washable, too. 122.95

'·

..

,

. ,~...

"

·-

•

111-a So. Cornell

''

e

WOOL

·oLD TOWN

SOCKS

INDIAN TRADING POST

IN BRANDS
YOU KNOW

Invites You to Do

YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY

ESQUIRE
INTERWOVEN
BRITISH
BYFORD
DRAKE 100

We Carry the Finest
Zuni and Navajo Indian Reservation
Handmade Jewelry

,

• Navajo handmade' mocassins
• Sterling silver concha belts
• Beautiful assortment of earrings
\

--

NOB HILL CENTER and CENTRAL_ AT THIRD

"ON THE OLD TOWN PLAZA"
OPEN EVERY DAY AND EVENING

Slipon

$14.95

Davis Jewelers will take
care of your side watch
in jiffy time · and· give
you a watch to wear
while. they have yours.
100% cashmere sweaters
imported from · Scotland
• • • in cherry, natural,
forest green, white, or
powder blue, sizes 34-40

Exclusively •••

. --..

-~

Call2-9647

FREE
GIFT·
WRAPPING

FREE
MAILING

Cardigan .................... $18.95

ONE WE:ful{ SERVICE

I

Makers of Fine Candy

. SWEATERS MADE LOVELIER BY PRINGLE. PRINGLE MAKE SWEATERS LOVELIE~

SIBLE, YOU SAY-CERTAINLY NOT You can't make those calls. but there

1~ For McGregor: 1Jas

'

p~,-·--

2802 East Central

love our ArJti.Fteezt

I'

For Christmas From

Across from Golf Course

We knowyO!l'Il
I~

BUY YOUR ASSORTED CHOCOLATES

LAUNDRO-LUX

(f you had something to sell could you rap on 5000 doors today - IMPOS-

ANTr-FREEZE
JACKET
100% Pure Nylo·n ·
'' .

•

Friday, J)eeernber 8, 1950
Page Three

Pledg~S of. the Kappa KaJ,lpa Phraters Plans Party
Gamma ~oro).'ity invited an sororiCarol Jean. Spencer, president of
ties and fraternities to send 10
pledge representatives to a sweater Phrateres, announces tht a party,.
hop Saturday afternoon.
,
' sponsored by the org!lnization, will
The informal affair will be held be held in the SUB basement on
between 4 and 6 p.m. at the Kap· Dec. 11 after the Hanging of the
pa house, 221 North University.
Greens. Alpha\Phi Omega, Townsmen, and Town Club have,been inEstimated weight .of the earth is vited to attend.
6,6oo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo t o n s
(6 sextillions, 6 quintillion tons).
Go to the Song Fest.

.

Open on Tue. & Fri.
Nights until ~:00

•

Kappqs Ask Pledges
ToGo to Tea Dance

-USE OUR "LAY-BY PLAN-

BENDIX AUTOMATIC
SELF SERVICE
40· Minute Laundry

Could you call
on 5000 Students
Todoy?

Congregational Minister ·
Speaks at USCF. Tonight
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University Theatre's second major production, "The Mad
Woman of Chaillot," has hit the boards :in Rodey Hall for a 10night run.
·
Since the war, the little group, made up of drama majors
and campus fellow-travelers, has cast a bright beam with its
spotlights.
The actors, directors, and technicians have tackled "Hamlet"
and "Dream Girl"; "Dangerous Corner" and "1/histo~e du So1dat.,. They have struggled many hours to convert the tiny stage
in the copverted chapel of Rodey, into luxorious pent house
apartments and mountain trails, peopled with sophisticates and
Norwegian trolls.
Much credit should be given to Edwin Snapp, head of the
University's drama department, not only for his work as a director, but as the force which orga~ed the department. Others
:in the cast: James H. Miller, teclinical director; Nadene Blackburn, costumes and lights; and Gene Yell, director.
bw

SQUARE DANCE
JOIN H.AJ."'DS, CffiCLE 'ROU:ND--Lobo basketballers won
their opener 92-49. We hear that some sports writers figure this
means a repetition of the football record since the gridders won
their opener too. It's a long season for such short-sightedness.
ALL MEN LEFT-A while ago we won the war in Korea.
Now 5,000 U. S. troops are surrounded at Hagaru. Meanwhile,
Prime Minister Clement Attlee said England will stand behind
the U.S. in Korea. Yeah. A long way behind.
SWING YOUR PARTNER-Overheard on the campus~ "I'd
trust you with him, but I can't trust him with you." Sure are a
mess of dances this weekend.
DIP THE OYSTER, DIP THE STEW-Ten campus organizations are participating in Christmas activities for orphan
children. Bully for them. •
NOW DOSEDOE--Campus politicians are mumbling about
"behind the scenes," "new leaders," and "plans for the next
campaign." They haven't done much about the last bunch of
promises yet. Sometimes we wonder why university-educated
politicians purposely try to act like the common variety. If they
must monkey someone, why not the persons who set up this
democracy, instead of the contemporary crooks.
Speaking of politics: one Jack Bolander, recently elected to
something in the Young Democrats, was heard to complain that
a quote of his was left out of a news story, and two local papeJ;S
didn't eYen print the fact that Bolander was elected. Maybe
Bolander just isn't news, huh?
GRAB YOUR PARTNER, TAKE HER ON HOME-Senh.tor Johnson said veterans have to be drafted. Perhaps before
spring, defense officials said. And we thought we wqpld si~ th}s
one out.
Jg
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ACROSS
2. Male cat
1. Mix
3: Inculcated
5. Snare
4. Set again
9. Fleshy,
5. Instructed
many-celled 6. King
fruit
7. Cuckoos
10. C:ity (Nev.) 8. Courteous
11. Encamp11. Raise to
ments
third
12. ln the axis
power
14. Biblical city
fmath.) _
15. Son of Jacob 13. City (Okl_a.)
(Bib.)
16. Vitality
11. Wrongdoing 19. Monetary
18. Scolding
unit
(Iran)
21. Music note
22.lreland
23.Thawed
25. Consumed
27. Philippine
tree
28. DoQ.rkeepers
II
of Masonic
lPdges
II+
31. An lnterject!Pn
ps
34. Half an em
35. Chest!!
37. Astetn
39. Touch
end to end
40. Sun god
41. Gain
knowledge
43. Seaport
134 '
(Eng.)
137
45.Potato
(slang)
141
46. C!lllectioni!l
41. Decimal
unit (pl.)
~45
48. Cozy nook

20. British
statesman
and premier
24.• Ripped
26•. M!ssions
IIJ~N!1~
28. Kind of duck l'l
29. Assail
~~!
persistently ~
30. Egyptian
god
32. Apprehend
33. Former
. Yesterda)'•A Answer
38. To bandage
Russian tltle
42. Flow
Cvar.)
44. A vessel or
36. Vast region
duct (anat.)
(Afr,)

J13
II&

42

DOWN
l.Leaner
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TRIS IS 'ENCHANTMENT? If
this cold weather keeps up, all of
llS had better start baking sunshine
cakes.
That's a sharp poster display the
USCF put up in the SUB illustrating atomic warfare in Albuquerque.
A . Marron haU resident from
Idaho received a metal box: from
her parents. It contained water. She
couldn't understa11d what they had
in mind until she read their letter
-they had sent a box; of snow,becanse sbe didn't get to see any
around here.
NO INVlTATION TO PROPAGATION. An invitation to a wedding or graduation means that a
gif .tis expected, I've been mid.. If
the amiouncement is sent after the
event, I've beard that no gift is
necessazy. Now I'm confused. A,
birth announcement is sent AFTER
(naturally?), yet a gift is customazy.
TOO LATE NOW. It's too bad
that KENE at Belen went of!' the
air. It was so pleasant to be able
to listen to an hour of music without interruptions for commercials.
And it's also too bad the. man who
claimed to be Billy the Kid turned
out to be mistaken. Think of the
dough he could make giving testimonials. "Billy the Kid has
switched," "RC tastes best!" and
"Smoke my brand, cooler, smoother,
milder Poppyseeds." Real di!!tinction for any man.
I lost my head and went to see
"Dallas." What a waste of money.
I think I saw Tom Mix and Ruth
Roland in the same story back in
1925.
COINC:J:DENCES? The three
Mirage beauties, who were selected
by an actor frPm Los Angeles, are
from Los Angeles.
Along with titles of records available on the nickelodeon at an eatezy we find this: "The Pig Stand
Cafe Apperciates Your Business
Please Keep Your Feet Of!' the
Seats Thank You." Awfully long
title for a song, isn't it?
What was Dudley Smedley dPing
playing on Western Colorado's
team the other night? The announcer kept saying, "Score by
Smedley; Smedley scoring."
When you look at the new clock
in the Lobo office you see everything
but the time.
Ed Leupold, former Lobo editor,
is teaching journalism at Espanola.
Theh· student paper, the Hornet's
Nest, has a section called Letterip.
Slugger Hollander also teaches at
Espanola.
•well, goodby. It's time for my
Lydia Pinkham's. I've switched
from Hadacol.
World. National, State and Local
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Rewrltt.n from the Albuquorq~• Tribi&M
By Danny Terry

bv Bibler

Little Man OJJ Campus

·Sigma Chi to Name Sweetheart AEP's, Dates to Dance
At Traditional Black and White At Fez Club Tonight'
I

18 Jonson PQinfi(lgs
Shown in Gallery

12 UNM Students Drawn
To Mexico City College

Weekend trips to Juarez must
have proved too .strong a lure for
Eighteen studies in watet·colors 12 ex-UNM stuclents. Th\lY have
and oil which represent works in enrolled in Mexico City college,
Alpha Epsilon Pi will have their tone and quality are on display in
The college, operated in the
Fea'k; Bernie Butterfield, Anne VP· winter ball at the Fez club tonight Jonson Gallery. They are the work
American
style and the only one
from
9
'til
midnight.
Chaperones
cale; Fred Dilts,·Dianne Helbeck.
of Prof!lssor Jon son. Ten of the of its kind in Latin America, has
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Florance; B.ob will be Dr. and Mrs. Morton J. Kes- paintings were made this year.
drawn UNM students in the fields.
Fowler, Judi Thompson; Don Hyd- ten and Mr, 'and Mrs, Joseph SpecProfessor Jonson'_s paintings are of fine arts, economics, Spanish. and
'
et•, ·Nancy Reynplds; Sam Jack, tot·.
all in .the modernistic style except ·
· Mat·tha Miller; Harrison Smith; 1 AEPi's and their guests will be: tht·ee, "Surrealist Trilogy" repre· edncation.
As a p~rt of a cosmopolitan stuOlivia Smith; Jim Tucker, GePrgia Julius Golden, Marge Helper; Leon- sent:;: three phases of li£e: the be- dent
body :representil)g mote than
Thalas ..
ard CPhen, Beverly Osler; Mr. and ginning, the duration, a11d the end- 20 .countries,
the ex-Lobos have an
Bob White, Barbara .Bittel; Mr. Mrs. Allan Mogull; Mel Berpstein; ing.
opportunity
tp
learn foreign cul- ,
· ·
and Mrs. Bill Pegue; Ray Boone, · Barhat·a Michaels.
The 14 water colo1;s were done ture first- ha11d. They study under a
Harriet Nichols; Brinton Cox,
Alvin Dogin, Jackie Eggert; Ben- with an air brush. This is an adap- faculty drawn from Europe, the
Anne PentPn; J.ack Futtet·knecht, Jamin J. Imershein, Shelby Jersig;· tation of the spray-gun; the colors States, and Latin America.
Barbara McCapley; Joe Butterfield, Joe Wechslet•, Mimi Frankenburg; are blown oli the canvas, This is a , Graduate students from UNM are
Pat Ainsworth;
·
Arnold J. Singer, Ruth· Ca~mel; l'elatively new method of 'painting · Herb Duniven, Frank Branagan,
.· Chuck Collins, Jeanne· LPveall; Arthur Bernstein, Ida Urbach. ·
and one with which P1•ofessor Jon- and William V. Howard. ·
Ralph Kaiserman, Nont~a Keith; son has been expetimenting lately.
Jeff Stone, Colleen Martin; Mt. and
Others who attended classes here
Mt·s. James Ritchie·, Mr. and Mrs. · Jack Schmider, Josslin Shalit; Fred
on
the undergraduate level include
Four
of
the
watercolors
have
a
J
GPodman, Pat Campbell; Leslie rather soothing effect pn the observ- Roger Carson, Walter Sloan, Mary· ames Thorsen; Steve Vietch, Klein,
Harriet Shalit; Murray Mill- er. These four are of a deep shade Ellen Troutman Barnes, Gene MatNancy.Baker; Kenny King, Jo Coz- er, Shirley
Fay, and Mel Firestone, of brown with a softening tone of lock, Frank Sais, Jose Rosales, Edzens.
Marg
Stein.
ward O'Toole, and Helen Jane
blue rhythmic lines.
Hugh Hillery, Norma Lee Rumboug·h·, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Roberts·,.
The Art Ga)lery at 1909 Las Lo- Hughes.
mas is one block north of the 'Y-1
Jim Frost, Marianne Keohane; Bud
Let the Advertising in the Daily buildings. The gallery is open to
Green, Gail Whitman; GePrge KimFriday, December 8, 1950
'hall, Barbara Vinson; and Lo]l Lobo aid you in your Christmas all interested persons from 3 to 6
Page ·Five
shopping.
each afternoon.
Dameron, Marge Noble.

. Sweetheart of Sigma Chi will be
announced tonight at. the fr&tel'llity's annual Black and White J;ormal at the Knights of Columbus hall.
Sigs and their daLes will dance from
9 p. m. to midnight to the music
of Rita Wilspn and her orchestr~.
The Sweetheart was selected by
fraternity members Monday from
seven nPminees. The winners' iclen•_
tity will. be kept secret until to· nig•ht, and she will be eligible :for
national Sweetheart of Sigma Chi.
· The 1\:. of 0. hall will be decora ted in a winter theme of black and
whtte for the occasion.
.·
Mr. and Mrs. Van Monty, Mrs.
Mamie Evans and Mrs. Ka•nerine
Puller will be chaperones. Representatives from other fratet'nities
have also been invited.
Ch"
d th · d te 8
S,.
lS an
elr Jack
a Tom.
at·e:
Jimtgma
Hall, Nancy
Ford;
}ins, Mora Burke; Norm Barnhart,
Eunice Mobley; Jim Pusey, Jackte
Moore; Sam Goodwin, Ruth Ann
Redman; Wright VanDeusen, Judy
Caldwell.
----~------------------~--------~----~------~--~--------------~---------------------------------Bud Walpole, Joyce Cheetham;
Dick Hyder, -Pauline Castle; Bob
Boone, Jay Petit; Hugh Gordon,
Ruth Gerdin; Paul Robarts, Marge
Hester; Bud Gushing, Evelyn
Ganger.
Roland Kool, Helen Cox; Jim.
Breese, Terry Gehr; Bob Hyland,
Lou Ann Leona-rd: Monty Simm~,
Betty C.raig; Don Pomeroy, Joanne McNay; Harlan Grosshans,
0
Barbara Sondquist.
Nont~an Hodges, Mary Grosvenor; Fred Herlocker, Marlyn Wagner; Jnck Graham, Mary Margaret
Mitchell; Harry Egbert, Dixie Sutton: J.any Spears, Bette DeWitt.
Spencer Wilson, Lois Simons;
Raymond Sanderson, Not·ma Shockey; Dick Tisi:hauser, Colleen Chisholm; Don Ratcliff, Jean Walpole;
Joe Azar, Mercedes Perez.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Balcomb; Bill
Bell, Ann Jackson; Barry Blythe,
Georganne StPne; Phil Blythe, Jean

.
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''Why, Louise, I do believe you're weanng a girdle tonight." .

Librarians, Optometrists,
Conservationists Need~d
By Elaine Janks
If you're planning to be a librarian, optometrist or conservationist,
you're one of the lucky iew who
will have a well-paying job with little competition. If you're not, it
wouldn't be a bad idea to look into
these professions which need col!
lege-trained people badly.
A librarian bas a wide variety of
jobs from which to choose. Colleges
and universities claim the major
share of libratians, but jobs may be
had in public libraries, special libraties in industry and government,
children's libraries, and public
schoPl libraries.
Qualifications are a bachelor's de·
gree plus a degree from an accredited library school. AbPut 35
schoPls now offer a master's degree
for a one-year graduate course. Beginlling salaries are approximately
:ji3,000 a year.
There is a deficit of about 6,000
optometlists in the country today.
California and Massachusetts have
only one optometrist to evezy 5,000
residents; in some of the Southwestern and Rocky Mountain states the
ratio is one to 20,000. Since there
are now about 4,000 students enrolled in optometry schools, it will
be many years before the profession
becomes crowded.
Five years of study beyond high
schoPl is necessazy in order to he·
come an optometlist. This amounts
to one year of pre-Pptometlic college and four years of optometric
college. The cost for five years is
abPut $2,513.
The field is wide open in conservation. Thera is an immediate need

A report from Tokyo said yesterday that a relief force linked up
with 20,000 trapped infantrymen
and marines who were reported to
be on their way to safety. A great
armada ~f. transpo!"fS and warships
were waltmcr outs•de Hungnam to
evacu~te .th~e troops. In t~e U_N,
Andre• .V•s~msky sa1d Amencan mtervenbon m Korea must be halted •
as it is the crux of the third world
war.
The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday upheld the perjury
conviction and five-year prison sentence of font~er state department
Many Garcias, Rosy
official Alger Hiss.
The full weight of his ol6ce will Dear Rosemary:
be thrown into the Cricket Coogler
On behalf of Alpha Phi Omega,
murder case, Governor-elect Ed I would like to thank you for the
Mechem said ~esterday. He plans verykind things you wrote in "On
to set men to work on the case the Campus" Dec. 6. lt'is considera·
.Tan. 1.
tion like yours which makes our
The U. S. attorney general rec- work seem worth while. As long as
ommended a 25-year prison tent~ people appreciate our work, we feel
for chemist Harry Gold who was that our efforts are satisfied.
convicted of giving atomic secrets
In regard to the Christmas trees
tP the Soviets. Sentencing of Gold in the SUB, I am sorry to say that
will be delayed until tPmorrow to We cannot take credit for that piece
give Federal Judge James P. Me· of work. Up until last year, APO
Granery time to study government has gathered the trees for the sun
and. defense recommendations.
and library. Last year the trees :J'or
More than 2,000 persons fled from the SUB were taken over by the
the villages of Renazo and Milo yes• · SUB-club.
.
terday when Mt. Etna's latest erup•
It has been through the efforts
tion showed no signs of ceasing,
of Bob Cooper and the SUB-club
. Leslie Boldt, chairman of the that the trees have been in the
Bernalillo • Sandoval intercounty SUB for the past two years. APO
draft board, said yesterday that fu• still obtains the tree for the library,
ture statistics dealing with the draft . and we guarantee that the SUB
would be banned,
will never go without one, should
Sheriff John Flasks said yester- such a situation ever arise.
day that tw.o. suspects were being
Again I would like to thank you
held, one in Roswell 1111d one here, for yom: article, and would apprein connection with the bnrglary of ciate yOUl' making the abovE! named
the Rio Grande bar last week.
correction, for we cannot accept
Climaxing a two-year fight by credit where credit is not due.
Jim Thompson
major clubs to get the controversial
President, APO
bonus rule off the books, 57 minor
league presidents voted yesterday
€ditor's note: 0Pps, sflrry.
to reseind the rule,
nosemary Stockton.

LETTERIP

for trained personnel to administer
conservation programs. The University of Michigan established the
first School of Natural Resources
this fall. Yale University is establishing a course for graduate students only, offering a master's d~
gree in conservation-the first of
its kind in the country.

University Program ·
FRIDAY-Exhibition of a group of
paintings by Raymond Jonson,
3:30 to 5:30 p. m. at the Jonson
Gallery.
Student Senate meeting, 4 p. m.
in Science Lecture hall.
Sigma Chi black and white font~
al, 9 to 12 at the K of C hall.
SATURDAY-End of twelve
weeks.
Christmas sale exhibition of work.
by students in UNM Art Dept,
will be shPwn daily from 8 a. m.
in the Fine Arts l3ldg. gallery.
NROTC Glee club rehearsal, 11
a.m. in RoPm 241 stadium.
UNM Gun <:lub meeting 1:30 p.
m. at the University shooting
.range.
~xhibition of a group of paintmgs by Raymond Jonson, 3:30 p.
m. till 5:30p.m. at the Jonson
gallery.
Baptist student union open house,
7 p.m. at the Baptist student
union.
Delta Delta Delta formal dance,
9 p.m. to midnight at the Knights
of Columbus hall.
Kappa Sigma winter formal, 9
p, m. to midnight in the SUB.
Kappa Alpha winter formal, 9
p. m. to midnight at the Franciscan hotel.
Associated students of Mesa Vista pre-Christmas informal dance,
9 p.m. till midnight at Mesa
Vista Dorm.
SUNDAY-Services in churches
throughout the city,
All campus songfest, sponsored
by the Junior class, 3 p.m. SUB
baUroom.
MOND~.Y-Baptist student union
mornmg watch, 7:30 a.m. at the
Baptist student center.
Christmas sale exhibition of work
by students of the UNM Art Department will be shown from 8

a.m.

Lobo Christian fellowship daily
pi•ayer mccting1 Room 253, Ad·
mini~tartion building.
_
Ba'Qttst stud~nt union daily devotional_ serv1ce, at the l3aptist
student center 12:80 p.m.
USCF noondny chapel services,
12:30 p. m. in the Student union
chapell'POm.
Faculty mcetinp:1 4 p, m. in sci,
ence lecture hall.
Indep,endent council meeting, 5
p.m. 111 the l3UB north lounge.
Spurs meettllg1 5 p. m. in Room

1-Y·i.

The Hanging of the Green at
~ :30 p.m. at University and Ti'jet•ns end ends ut the sun
Tnu ~a pun Epsilon meetimi, 7 ;30
p.m. m ltoom 8-a, Bldg, Y·l.

II

LXA 'Crescent Girl'
Will Be Crowned
At Formal Tonight
Harry Conover and Cecil B. de
Mille are the judges for Zeta-Mu
Zeta of Lambda Chi Alpha's annual
Crescent Girl contest. The crowning
will take place at the fraternity's
font~al dance tPnight in the Franciscan hotel ballroPm.
Crescent Girl 'candidates' names
were submitted by evet·y sorority
on campus. They are: Chi Omega;
Mary Huenefeld; Alpha Delta Pi,
Nancy Harrison; Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Beverly Boden; Alpha Chi
Omega, Jean Luttrell; Pi Beta Phi,.
Alice Woodward; Delta Delta Delta,
Ann Mulcahy; Kappa Alpha Theta,
Jay Pettit.
.
The 'vinner of the Crescent G1rl
Contest here will be eligible to cOI)l·
pete for the title of National Crescent Girl, who receives an e:tpense·
paid trip to the Lambda Ch1 Alpha
national convention in 1952. The national honoree is picked from ·pictures submitted by all chapters of
Lambda Chi in the United States
and Canada.
, .
A replica of the fraternity s pm
will be the predominant decoration
in the ballroom. DPug Thomas and
his orchestra will play.
The chaperones are Mr. and Mrs.
Feed Comstock and Dr. and Mrs.
L. J. Pearsall. Mr. Ross WilbPurn
is in charge of arrangements.
Lambda Chis and their dates who
will attend are: Bill Dilworth, Alice
Langskov; Don Olson, Beverly BPden; George Tippin, Helen Jone~;
Bill Doak, Adele Taylor; Lewts
Pearsall, Dionne Vernon; Bob
Spahr Gee Gee Hubbard; Paul
Hines; Alice Woodward.
Ernie Schwam, Jane Whiting;
Marshall Korn, Ann Mulcahy; M!llcolm Williams Dorothy Swam;
John Lewis, Sally Bax; Thomas McNaghten, Patsy Morrow; Church
Williams, Nancy Harrison; Burdette Martin, Liz Scanlan.
AI I~natowicz, Jean Luttrell;
Ross Wtlbourn, Evaughn Bennett;
John Zutavern, Mary Huertefeld;
D.ick Johnson, Nancy Sears; Dua!le
Logan, Alice W.elsh; Glen Francts,
Barbara Franets; Paul Hammer,
Peggy Hammer; Jim Fitch, Nei.ta
Fitch· Fred Collatz.~ Ange Garcta.
Manny Guzman; ~ean Millet•; Ed
Fallen, Lucille Fallen;- Kent War·
ner Murlo Warner; Norman ThPm•
as, 'Peggy Thomas; K. D. Naylor,
Mrs. Naylor; Mr. and Mt·s •. Lee
Barte: Mr. and Mrs.
0. Reynolds.

FASHION PLATE
•

Make Her Christmas
Wish Come True
What is she like? In what way is she lovely? Tell us her
type-we'll finnd the perfect wardrobe accessory for her
• •• something to make her feel cherished .•• something
she'll use with pride • , • something she'll love you for
choosing for her.

* MAIN FLOOn *

w.

Dr. McMurray to Speak

Dr. Howard J •. McMut-t·ay; lle~d
of the government departmljnt, y{tll
speak at the Phi Kappa Ph1 inttta·
t10n Tuesday. His topic will be "The
Quest for Responsibility/'

•
.,,

FOR YOUR

Store Hours--9:00A.M. to 5:30P.M.

Phone 3-1795

301 West Central

•

Mademoiselle' Places
Grenko, Fay on Board
.
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Volunteers Needed . IAA GraBuate Sees
In Social Agencies Puerto Rican Riots
Joe I. A. Gallegos, a 1949 InterVolunteers are needed bY some
of the local social agencies to as- Americ&n Affairs graduate, was a
sist in their :recr1;1ational and. edu- witness to the :Puerto Rican revolt.
Writing abo11t the rev.olt, Gallecational programs.
Volunteers a),'e being asked for gos said "The taxi driver who took
by the YMCA, Girl Scouts, Mar- me from the airport to the .hotel
tineztown Community center, and wore a sling on hi;> right arm. * * *
the United Se:rvices of the Armed lie .had been caught in 11 crossfire
of bullets while riding by. Later he
Forces.
·
·
Group leaders are" wanted , to showed me the bullet holes made on
..
teach and assist in classes of arts the side of his cal\."
He also wrote that many of the
and crafts, music, singing, dancing,
athletics, 'and many other tyJ?eS of
group work activities. These open..
ings " offer wide opportunity for
those interested in social work· and
Jewelry
group leadership training and
•
.
practice.
Watches
The USAAF is the only group
concerned specifically with adult
and Guaranteed
:recreation and interests. The proWatch Repairing
gram for· t):aining group leaders
for the Girl Scou.ts will begin some0/ Discount to All
. time in January. All the other or/o College Students
ganizations need volunteers to start
On
All
Wateh Repairs
immediately.

NewYo:rk, N. Y.-Beve:rlee Gren~
k:o '51 lind Shi;rley Fay '52 have been
' l!oPPointed ." by "Mademoiselle" to
represent UNM on the maga~;in~J's
college bo11rd. They are 11mong the
700 appointees who competed this
year with students from colleges all
over the country ;for positions Qri
the board, 11ccording to the magazine.
As College Board members, they
will report to ""Mademoiselle" on
camps news, :fads, f11shions during
the college year, TheY will a,lso
complete three magazine assignments in a competition for one o;f
twenty guest editorships, to be
awarded by the magazine next
'
June.
The guest editors, who are chosen
from the College bo11rd on the basis
of the y11ar's three assignments,
will be. brought to New York City
for four weeks in June t<l· help write Judah Takes Over Class
and edit !'Mademoiselle's" l951
August College issue.
While in New York City, each When Cline Makes Trip
guest editor will take part in a f11ll
Dr. Charles B. Judah, associate
"calendar of activities designed to p1·ofessor of government, spoke to
give her a head start in her caree;r. . .Dorothy Cline's Government 51
She will take a battery of vocational class Wednesday, He gave a gentests. She will also interview celeb- eral lecture on taxes. .
'rity in her chosen field, and she will
Cline, instructor in government,
take field trips to newspaper offices, was attending the mid-century ··
fashion workrooms, radio stations White House Conference on Chilstores, advertising agencies and dren and Youth in Washington,
printing plants.
D. C.
'

"

{,

tourists took advantage o;f'the 10itu•
ation and wired home that · they Ellis Speaks on Indians
co11ld not return in order that they
Dr. Flo1:ence M. Hawley Ellis,
might remain ,in that tt·opical para- associ11te professor of anthr(lpoldise. Gallegos added that the main . ogy, spol~;e Wednesday night 11t the
concern of the P!!ople in Puerto American Association of UniverRico was what the United· States sity Women Southwest Study
was: going to think of them,
group meeting. Her topic was WPrehistol'ic and Modern lndians of
New Mexico."
Friday, December 8, 1950
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Go to the Song Fest.

·$7.50
to Governor ..
_:_......,-----:--~-~~--~·.

U Study on Hannett Released
Bi Jacli: Gill
A qu~rter of ~ century has passed
since Arthur T. Hannett was elected
governor of New Mexico,
Robert Thompson ~nd Dr. Charles
Judah, in a E!tudy on Hannett's administration published. by the diviaion of research of the UNM dep~r.t
ment o:f government, believe "that
the immedi~te past has within it
much to explain the present."
Hannett, who is now living in, Albu9.uerque, is still a,ctive a'nd Jn1Juentlal in Democratic political cir- .
cles.
·~He was shrewd and ;politically
ruthless, and· he was an able governor," say the authors. Yet Hannett only served one term. Why W~f!
he beaten in his try for re-election?
Thompson and Dr. Judah explain
it this way:
.
Hannett 11rrived in Gallup on May
11, 1911. The future goverll,or pos- .
sessed one typewriter, three law
books, and $7.50. He had received a
Bachelor of Laws degree from
Syracuse University the year before.
After an unsuccessful law practice in New York he had come west.
His first job was in the law offices
of '!'om Walsh, United States Sen.
ator from Montana. Not satisfied,
Hannett accepted an offer from a
fo1mer classmate to work in his
uncle's office in Salt Lake City.
Hannett took a law suit instigated by a farmer against a large
and politically powerful Utah cor:
poration. He was successful. The
out-of-court cash settlement provided a good fee.
But before Hannett had time to
reflect on his good fortune, his
classmate's uncle ·told him "to get
the hell out of Utah and stay out."
The young lawyer took his fee
and tried his luck in Colorado. In
Pueblo he played a game of poker
and lost most of his fee. He took
the advice of a law book salesman
and went to Gallup.
In 1911 Gallup had a population
of 2,204. It was known as a "coal
and liquor" community. Hannett set
up a law office on credit and soon
he was representing most of the
.labor unions in the area.
He sampled politics for 11 years .
and, in 1922, he was a contender for
the gubernatorial nomination. A
scandal involving a "plot to bomb
Raton Pass," supposedly instigated
by the New Mexico Federation of
Labor for whom Hannett was attorney, made Hanriett choose . to
withdraw from the t•ace so as not
to hurt the party.
'
James Hinkle, Roswell politician,
rancher and banker, was nominated
and won over Dr. Charles L. Hill,
the Republican candidate.
Two years later Hannett was
nominated and he beat Republican
Manuael Otero with a majority of
199 votes. The Republicans contested the count in District court,
but they later conceded defeat.
Hannett's campaign was directed

Yes! You Always Get the Best!
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CQMPLE;I'E LUNCHES
BRRAI(FAST ALL. DAY
. HOT TURKEY SANDWICH
CRANBERRY SHERBET
PUNCH FOR YOUR PARTIES
\

CHISHOLM'S

Ougger',s J·ewelry
619 No. Amherst
Pltone 5-5787

On Central Across from Men's Dorm

The earth rotates on its axis at a
This is your Christmas sliopping
a speed of more than 11000 milEls guide edition, let it aid you in your
per hour.
gift selections.

·Your Time Is /Valuable!
To you as a student it
means the· difference between an

·PtiiLIP MORRIS challenges
.any other leading brand
to suggest this test

OR AN
Bring your washing to the

GRAND lAUNDERET
1416 E. Grand

. Phone 2-2340

AND SAVE HOURS EVERY WEEK!

21 New Bendix, Washers and Drying Service

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
SMQKERS, who tried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDERI

Our Aim Is to Please
NEW DRY-CLEANING SERVICE
FINISHED KHAKI SHIRTS AND PANTS

Come-an-get-it:
~I

I

I
II
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il

li
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COST LESS and
LOOK PRETTIER

SPECIAL-GIFTS . ·

Ill

visit

.The Ideal

Christmas Gift

when it's lrom

·Robert Wotkins ·

Portraits from Life in
Pastel, Water Coloi' or Oil
Special Prices for
· Students

Peoples House. of Flowers

SILVEnCRAFTS

Downtown - 214 W. Central

Original Gowns and
Hats by Shirley

Howard
D. Becker
Patio Market

SPE£1AL EVENT

Across From tlte Campus
1820 E. Central · Ph. 2-1216

Old Town

•

NYLON HOSIERY-in all w~ted .shades-at special
price, $1.25 per pair
·

•
•

HATS-for now and later at half.price

•'

Lovely robes,
and
Tommie coats,
, Blouses,
Gloves,.
Hankies for
Gifts

MAKE IT HOME •
FOR CHRISTMAS
via PIDK.E.FR

No matter how ttttle or how much time you have to get home
and back-Pioneer has o fast, convenient flight to fit your
needs. Spend the holidays where you most want to! Convenient
connections to all points in the nation, Call your local Pioneer
office for schedules and fares.

Phone 8846
for reservoflons, fores ond scflecl11les

. In Lobo Theatre Bldg.

3015 E. Central

$3'.95- $15.00

1... Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
Just take a puff-DON'T INHALE-and
s-1-o·w-1-y let the smoke come through
your nose, Easy, Isn't It? And NOW...
to ~ompar~, to juJg~, to

l

2.
.. Light up your present brand
Do exactly the same thing-DON'T

\

INHAL!. Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a dlfference from PHILIP MORRIS I

GIFT
IDEAS

Your Record
Center

decide f!!!·1._0urself. ,

Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree •••
PHIUP MoRRis is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarette t

OKLAtl._.,..~
DIXIE GENUINE

This Wee~'s Suggestions

PIT

FREE DELIVER(I

Pllone 2-4962

.

Other brands merely make claims-but Pmup MoRRIS invites you

.AT

BAR~B·QUE

Ph~ne'3-2266

'

Open daily from 7·6
Tues. & Fri'. till 8 :00
Just two blocks from the U

,

.

'

trust company, free public library sunshille," Thompson and Dr.
Friday; December 8,' ~9$0
''
service, a child labor law, a retire- Judah l!ll.Y· " ,
Page Sevea
ment law, and many others. "
"Hannett confined himself largeIn 1926 liannett was defeated . ly to the iss1,1es and in contrast to
·~
for the governor ship by Republi- · Dillon met the major ones squarely.
can Richard c; Dillon. The Demo. lie .emphasized free text books, a There was no flabbiness iri N!!W
cratic party split at the convention better workmen's compensation law Me~ican politics in the twenties.
by. Edwl!l Swope, state chairman • · · that year. Hannett lost support of and use of undisposed public lands There" may have been other evilB-·
Clinton Anderson, publicity direc: the Bronson Cutting faction when for school building$." Yet Hannett but not ftabbjness. It wa,s no game
tor, and Kyle Crichton, newspaper liannett refused to make "deals."
lost the election, ·
for the weakling or the squeamish.
The battle was not a .11ham battle,
' c?lumnist. Swope is now ~ penoloIll the camp11ign "Dillon confined.
" The authors conclude:
"B
g1st; Anderson· is a Congressman himself largely to promising a bqsnor was the result a "foregone con1
and Crichton is a novelist.
' iness adl!linistration and praising
·· ut there are ~ so differences, clusion.
Dudng his administration Han. virtue in the guise (lf prohibition, -------------------------~
nett em~cted 20 laws relating to Calvin Coolidge and New Mexico
~he construction, repair and surveymg of state roads. lie enacted laws
per!ainif!g to improvement ,of 'irriYOUR CORSAGE WiLL
gatiOn ditches, an act repealing all
laws relating to the poll tax, a law
For Your
providing for penalties for any
form of embezzlement by officials
or employments of' any bank or

._~

{fr4355

!Z~2 &~·
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JOE VALDEZ
i·;

75y

i

Try Our ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

'I

Served with Meat Sauce,
Parmesian Cheese and Garlic Bread -·--------- .

OCI

A,

,,

ETTE
R

SHIRTS AND SWEATEnS

95 "y

ENCHILADAS

Served with Shredded Lettuce, 75c·.
With Two Ranch Eggs Fried in Butter -------- .
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B

\
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262' EAST CENTRAL

Leader in Styles tor College Men

0

•

Pee~

Two gif~ ideas for Christmas. He will really appreciate these warm smart looking wool sweaters and
shirts for he wintery weather. Shirts by McGregor,
, Pend,leton and Mark Twain; sweaters by. McGregor,
B.V.D., Campus-The most famous n~mes in spoqs·
wear.

means MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

")

• Harbor lights
• Tennessee Waltz
• A Bushel and
• All My Love
• White Christmas
• Frosty, the Snow Man

$4.50 . . $12.95
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Lobos ·cooperate

.Kappa Alpha Has
Winter tFormal at
·franciscan Hotel
••

.

• • .

. J

Cdmpus Groups· Plan Gifts, Porties

•

. The Xappl\ Alpha winter :formal
will be tomorrow at the Francisc11.n
hotel from 9 ·P· m. to ·midnight, Arm11.nd's orchesh•a has been engaged
to play fm; ~he .dance.
The date hst mcludes: Bob Grant,
Jean Kern; Bud Babb, Marjorie
Baker; Bob Langford, Cleo Wright;
Tom Ball, Pepper GrQve; Roger
Bailey, Mazy Jo Blanc; Robert; Gifford, Lee Clement. ·
George Olcott, Coleen Martin;
·Bill Schmuck, Jennie Lee Cherry;
.Bill Lewis, .Marjorie Hester; Greg
'Connolly, Joan Downey~ Ed Yri'sarri, Dar!een Springer.
Dale Wipson, Sharon McBride;
Jim Irwin, Betty Peek; Tod Carleton, Betty Jane Corn; Bob Fulton,
Pat Davis; George Yourick, Bobbie
.·Allyne; Bob Figge, Genevieve Hall.
Lynne Martin, Pat Mann; Paut
Butt, Delores Smith; Everett Ross,
· Catherine . Cornell; Claude Lewis,
Nancy Gass; Richard Nefl', Jackie
Wallace; John Miller, Myrna Harrison.
Jack Chauster, Mary Margaret·
Mitchell; Bill Seese, Dorothy Lewis;
Calvin Rogers, Eloise Woods; Ed
Smith, Mitzi Reed;.Joe Goodnough,
Irene Barber; Wayne Bartlett,
Nancy Nesbitt; Bob Barney, .Mary
McWhorter; George Ely, Twyla.
Bright.
·
Other guests will include the
chapter alumni; Mrs, Clifford, KA
house mother; Mrs. Willis, KAT
house mother, and representatives
of other campus organizations.
Chaperones will be Dr. and Mrs~
Sherman E. Smith and Dr. and Mrs.
Paul Fitzsimmons.
George Ely is in charge of arrangements.
>

Mosaic Yule Spirit • ~ •

•• •

NOTICE

. . The scenic tour to Grants and
El Morro planned for tQmorrow
has been cancelled because of
weather conditions, Glen Houston,
USP chairman, announced today.

FLAG

FOOTBALL
Today's Games
Sigma Chi vs. Kappa Alpha
NROTC vs. Lambda Chi
Alpha
Intramural football continues to
move along. Wednesday afternoon
Pi Kappa Alpha squeezed past Sigma Phi Epsilon 6·0. The Pikes won
their game in the fourth quarter
on a pass from fullback Frank
Evans to end Caroill who scamp- ·
ered 1'1 yards for the touchdown.
A)pha Epsilon Pi won their game
from the Civil Engineers by benefit
of a forfeit.
This afternoon at four on the
West field the NROTC will meet
Lambda Chi Alpha who won their
first game Tuesday. Also this afternoon, on the East Field, last year's
flag football champions, Sigma Chi,
will unveil their new team against
Kappa Alpha.

•

'~<'•·Jtnk.

Kremer goes up for a shot but finding his way blocked by an
unidentified W11stern State player, passes to John Leonard, left, who sank
his shot for two points. Phil Kennedy, third from right, and Ray Esquibel,
right, rush in for Possible rebounds. (Photo by Danny Terry)

College of Pharmacy
Receives $150 Grant

.Sophomore Proficiency
Will Be Dec·ember 12, 14
The sophomore English pl'Oficiency test will be given Thursday, Dec.
14. This examination is given in
addition to the session on Dec. 12.
The test will be at Y1-8 from 2 to 4
p.m.
All sophomores in the Colleges of
Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, and Education are required to take the examination. AU
students who have not taken the
test, including transfers, are asked
to take the test.

· The gift of $150 to the UNM
pharmacy scholarship fund was announced Thursday by Dr. Roy A.
Bowers, dean of the College of
Pharmacy.
The money was given by F. A.
Andrews, president of a Denver
drug company, to be used to keep
"worthy and needy" pharmacy students in school, Bowers said. Andrews has made similar gifts to the
department frequently in p a s t
years.
The money will be used to further
the pharmacy department's freshman tuition scholarship program
which each year pays tuition fees
for 10 New Mexico high school
graduates intending to enter pharmacy.
As part of their scholarship program, the pharmacy faculty last
week voted four scholarships to juniors and seniors from the fund
granted each year by the American Foundation for Pharmaceutical
Education.
·

KIM . O

Nine Taken by Beta Alpha
Nine new pledges will be taken
in Beta Alpha, honorary accounting
fraternity, at a monthly dinner tonight. Bob Davis, a graduate of
UNM, and Jim Summers will be the
speakers. The pledges include: Wallace Cecil, Richard Coo~l!l Van Edsal, George Grewe, Joe mcCracken,
W. B. Norwood, Tommy Taylor, H.
J. Wirth, and Joe Yoakum.
Friday, December 8, 1950
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DOORS OPEN 11:30
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BIG 4 UNIT THRILL·
PACKED PROGRAM
-UNIT NO. 1 -

MIIREEI O'HARA
JOHI PIYIE

-

EL REV

NOW

Sun.-Tue.-'THE PETTY GIRL'
and 'THIS SIDE OF THE LAW'

..,

'SAVAGE SPLENDOR'

ERNIE PYLE- Now
BOB HOPE in

"FANCY PANTS"
Also- 'GREAT DAN PATCH'

MILTON PRICE

'

!' \I

II
(

.
"CASSINO
J'ff.flo~
TO KOREA" . "FARMER
AND
THE BELLE"

.

-UNIT NO. 4FOX
uoviETONE
••~
NEWS
1--..::.;.G;;;;I;.;,V:.,;E;;...__,
THEATRE
TICKET BOOKS
THIS
CHRISTMAS

.

I

J

12:15 2:10 4:05
6:05 8:00 10:00

·'

LET GALLES

CONDITION YOUR CAR FOR THAT
VA CATION TRIP

"RABBIT OF
SEVILLE''

•

WARNER-PATHE NEWS

DRIVE IN

"PLATINUM'

To New Mexico's most complete automotive establish·
ment where experienced and factory-trained men will
care for your motoring needs quickly, efficiently and at
fair service prices.

SUNSHINE
12:00

•

12:00

•

"YOUR PATRONAGE IS APPRECIATED"

411 N. 2nd

j

'

UNIT NO 2-- -UNIT NO. 3-

••• AUTHENTIC
u. s. .ARMY COM·
B·AT FILMS OF
ITALIAN WAR...
TOGETHER WI T H
CAPTURED G E Jl..
MAN, IT ALI A N
AND JAPANESE
ENEMY co lit BAT
FILMS ••• NEVER
BEFORE SHOWN
ON ANY SCR:EEN J

LATEST
p

COLOR
CARTOON

A
R
A

M
0

-FEATURES12:34--2:27- 4:20
6:13-8:06-10:00

u

N

FlFTH & COPPER

T

NElWS

DAILY
•

.

•

PHONE 3·5686

I
I
I
I

lane above, won first prize with
"Gesu Bambino" and "You'll Never
Walk Alone." The winning men's
group, Phi Delta Theta, with Doug

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1950

Phi Delts, Chi Os Win
first -place Trophies
In Song Competition
By Don Bennett
UNM's first competitive Song:fest
met with the approval o:( more than
400 people Sunday afternoon. Members of the audience and the judges
lauded the singers for their performance and recommended that the
Fest become an annual affair.
Trophies were awarded to the
best wqmen's and men's groups. Chi
Omega was given the award for the
best women's group for their arrangements of "Gesu Bambino" and
"You'll Never Walk Alone." Phi
Delta Theta received the prize for
the best men's gl'oUp for "Carol of
the Bells" and "The Battle Hymn
of the Republic.''
. Second prizes went to Kappa Alpha Theta, who. sang "The Shep:
herd and the Inn," and Sigma Chi
for "Morning" and ''The Sleigh."
"Being an old Glee club man.''
said George Long of the College of
Law, "l think that they should continue this every year." He added
that the selection of songs of the
group was good.
Fourteen groups took part in the
Fest. They were judged on appea1·. ance, performance, and tast.e of selection of songs. Each group sang
one Christmas carol and one song
of their own choosing.
Judges for the Fest were Dr.
Sherman Smith Edwin Todd, Mrs.
Bess Curry Redman, Mrs. Edward
Ancona, and Wesley Selby.
That the Songfest should become
an annual affair was voiced in the
approval of the audience. "I am
strong for making this a University
function," said Joe Passaretti, president of the student body. Passaretti added that he would like to congratulate the Junior class and Ron
Norman for a ''job well done.'' "I
would like to also extend my thanks
to the ol'ganizations that participated in the Fest,"--§aid Passaretti.
"I think the Songfest was very
fine," said Wright Van Deusen, editor of the Daily Lobo. ''I hope it
will continue as a tradition on the
University campus.''
Dr. Smith, in closing the Fest,
said that he hoped that next year
we could have thousands of people
in the new auditorium.

Carols to Be Sung
On Music Program
"A ·cross section of what is going on in the department of music"
describes the depa1•tment of music's
Sunday radio programs over radio
station KOB, according to Don
McRae, UNM music instructor.
Time of the prograM has been
changed to 6: 15 p, rn.
The ·only discourse during the
program is the brief identification
of the performers and' selections.
Gwendolyn Dawson, UNM music
instructor, wlll be featured on one
of the pre-Christmas programs. On
Dee. 24 the! program will consist
of Christmas carols, featuring Sigma Alpha Iota.
McRae stated that variety is the
idea of the presentation.

,,
;

·-~··

ners were Kappa Alpha Theta and
Sigma Chi. The Songfest was sponsored by the junior class with Ron
Norman, class president, as master

Annual Art Exhibit
Features Sales of
Student Handiwork.

NO. 47

Over Sixty Students
Register for 2 Buses
Making New York Trip

Bobby Dean Pue, 20~year-old junior from Carlsbad, was one
of four Southwestern U. S. students awarded Rhodes scholar·
''ships in Los Angeles. Saturday.
Pue, a government major and psychology minor, has lived
on a ranch all his life. This is his second year at UNM. He will

Christmas Carols,
SU 8 Decoration
Feature Program

The annual December art show
and sale in the Fine Arts building
may solve those knotty Christmas
,Two vacation busses have been
. gift problems.
· chartered for a New York trip, said
Mrs. Margaret Nelson Hooton, Herb Wright, trip chairman. Wright
pt·esident of the student art group, said that the busses will leave from
candle-lit groups converged
said that more· paintings, jewelry, the Administration building Dec. 16 onThree
President
home last
crafts, and examples of sculpture and arrive in New York two days night to startPopejoy's
the
annual
campus
were sold at the opening reception later.
Hanging
of
the'Greens.
Fraternity,
Saturday than during the entire
Regular rest stops will be made, sorority, and independent dorm
week last year.
and
will be changed in St. members made up the procession
With price lists ranging from Louisbusses
both going and coming back. which began at 6:30p.m.
25 cents to $100, the show has al- Wright said there will be no loss of
Starting at the Lambda Chi Almost anything to fit the pocketbook, time during the bus changes.
pha house, Hokona, and the Pi Beta
Mrs. Hooton stated.
"We are responsible for damages Phi lodge, the three units sang
Mrs. Hooton said that customers done
to the· busses," said Wright. carols on the way. At the Presimay buy the works and come back He asked
that all students making dent's house, they joined forces and
Friday to pick them up at the end
trip·help in taking care of them. moved to the SUB :for another proof the sale. All money collected from theThe
are to leave the Ad.· gram of carols.
the sale go to individual students, buildingbusses
at
7
a. m. Wright asked
Phi Delta Theta and Chi Omega,
.
she said.
first-place
winners in the·men's and
that
students
going
be
ready
to
load
·
The fine arts building is open
minutes prior to leaving.
women's divisions of Sunday's
evet•y day this week through Fri- 30.The
busses each carzy 34 passen- Songfest, as well as other Songday from 8 a. m. tO 9 p. m.
gers. The tota1 time for the trip is fest winners, sang in the program.
Membl)rs of Sigma Alpha· Iota, muabout 64 hours.
Room is left for five students, sic honorary, also sang.
Wright said. Persons interested in · A wreath of greens was hung
going, who have not already signed above the fireplace of the SUB as
for the trip, may phone him at the climax of the ceremonies.
2-0768.

Richardson Urges
Religious Support

of ceremonies. A giant Christmas
tree in the SUB gave the event a
holiday air. See story below. (Photo
by Bill Winnie).

Bobby Dean Pue Gets
Rho.des Sch~larshi.p

LOBO

attend Oxford University in England, where he will specialize in
philosophy, government, and eco·
nomics.
The other three students awarded scholarships Saturday are Ensign V. T. Hanson, Tucson, and
John Richards and Donald Glusker,
both of the University of California. Twelve were selected from the
U.S. this ·year.
The state committee which named
Pue as the New Mexico candidate
is Cale W. Ca.rson, p:r,:esident, First

Ex-Governor Hannett
Speaks at law Dinner

Chuck Richardson, chairman of
u
the planning committee, requested
A. T. Hannett, ex-governor of
Pue
Friday the backing of the Student · New Mexico, spoke at the Student
Senate for Religious Life week, to Bar luncheon Friday and advised National bank, Albuquerque; G. A.
be held in late March.
University law students to "keep Feather, Mesilla Park; Frank
"Religious Life week is not a their credit good.'' He explained Light, banker, Silver City, and Dr.
new thing on the campus," he said. that once the word got around from Clayton White, Lovelace founda"The same thing was tried last the merchants that a lawyer's credit tion, Albuquerque.
The five New Mexico candidates
year, and it has been tried on the was poor people would hesitate to
named this year were all from the
campuses of several universities in hire him.
this area.'' Last year's event here
Hannett first came to New Mex- University.
was not an overall success because ico before the state was accepted
the support of the Senate was lack- into the Union. He settled in Gallup.
·
ing, he added.
During Religious Life week the
"There is no such thing in the
campus religious organizations will law profession as genius," said
have several meetings and one mass Hannett," but there is the capacity
convocation for students. Six speak- for learning.'' He stated that the
ers have been obtained.
lawyer who will "get to the top of
"I think that the Senate should his profession" is the one who works
"Dancing Diplomats;" by Hank
go on 1·ecord for this," said Bob and studies: while his fellow stu- , and Dot Kelly, is a book in which
Grant, acting Senate president.
dents sleep.
the reader gets a glimpse of Peru,
particularly of the Amazon jungle.
He meets characters as strange as
the land itself: soldiers, diplomats,
. politicos, remittance men, and
eavesd1·ops on a love affair,
Henry W. Kelly of Santa Fe, the
"Hank'' of this book, fought vainly
to get World War II armed forces
ovel'look a painfully weak pair
By Bob Riddle
R. H Lawrence, is one of the three to
of eyes. Failing this, he studied exshort
stories
in
the
December
issue.
The Thunderbird will flop off the
tensively to gain admittance to the
presses this week," according to Ed- The other two: Howard Peterson's diplomatic corps.
"The
Cry
of
the
Fox/'
and
a
conward Abbe'y, editor. "There is nothHis first assignment took him to
ing in this issue that should offend tribution from the summer winner Lima, Peru. There he met Dot
anybody in any way," Abbey said. of the short story contest, Reynalda Smith, the heroine of the story, and
"In keeping with the spirit of Dinkel. Her story is "In Lago Azul.'' from there the story unfolds .
In the factual deJ?artment "A SciChristmas, it will be innocuous, inThe book is illustrated by Gusence With IndigestiOn-Economics" tave
sipid, and inane.''
Baumann and published by
Alan Odendahl will have a com• the University
Sources of high strategic position by
of New Mexico
panion
in
analysis,
Ruth
Cohen,
who
in the Lobo said -that a review is contributes an article entitled "Sci- Press.
planned.
ence and Purpose."
The Thunderbird will contain efRoberta Wigley, Gene McDaniel,
forls 'from the pens of nine campus and Robert Lakey (pen name) have ODDs Get "the Spirit"
writers. Dissonant reviews by Fred poetl·y ap!learing in the edition. McThe Tri Delta opened the Christ•
Black and Murry Schlesinger, en- Daniel's "The Double Rose" is an mas season with a party at the
titled respectively, "Across. the adventure in what the author terms chapter house last night. The sororRiver'~ and "Into the Trees'' will
ity gathered for a hanging of the
"contrapuntal" poetry.
attack and defend the latest HemThe cover will carry out the tra- greens at 6:30 p.m. then filled basingWay novel.
·
ditional Christmas theme in a "new kets of food and bundled clothes for
needy school childr.en at Chilili.
"River Harvest,'' a short story by and interesting interpretation.''

'

).

U Press Publishes
Santa Feans' Story
Of Exploits in Peru

..

Christmas Cheer •..

December .T-Bird Set ·to Fly This Week

Eunice
Mobley, a senior
from Alamogordo, was named
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi Friday
evening at the annual Black and
White formal. Miss Mobley is a
member of Chi Omega sorority. She
is now eligible to compete with other sweethearts for the national
honor. Judging will be based on
photographs and the results will be
announced next summer. (,Journal
photo)

WEATHER
Variable high cloudiness today
and tomorrow with little change in
temperature. High today 621 low 29
in the valley and 35 in the lleights.

.'

'

Lawrence as conductor, sang "Carol
of the Be1ls" and "Battle Hymn of
the Republic." Fourteen campus
groups competed. Second-place win-
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BUGS BUNNY

CHAPLIN
ALLEY

More than 400 attended the first
annual Song:fest Sunday afternoon
in the Student Union building. The
Chi Omega group, led by Molly Mul-

' in
GARY COOPER
"LIVES OF A
BENGAL LANCER"

Bobby Dean Pue, junior govel'tlment major, was selected Wednesday to represent New M'xico in
district competition for Rhode~
scholarships to be held in Los Angele.s Dec. 9.

TECHNICOLOR CARTOON

3
LAZY
MICE

i'
j.
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Pue to Take Rhodes T-est

"CASSINO TO KOREA"
12:05-8:05
6:05-9:00

DOORS
OPEN
11;45

• Modern AlleJs
• Air Conditioned
• Snaek Bar
. .e Open 11 A.M.

I
!'

·,·,

.
THRU
N0WTUES.

We have supplies
You have fun

(

•

! 'f

Also -

NOW - 'l'.HROUGH - SUNDAY
''TRIPOLI'•
1:05- 4:00
1:00-10:00

at the University with a dinner at
the church.
The American Assoeiation · of
University Women ilil planning to
place foreign students in homes of
members and to conduct tours of
the state for the visiting students
during the holidays. A dinner for·
all foreign women students is being
planned by the Soroptomist club.
The AAUW is attempting to find
a men's service club who can do the
same' for the male students•
'Spurs have already contributed
to the holiday spirit by buying 11nd
decorating a tree for the juvenile
detention home on Dec, 7.

· Campus ot•ganizations are preparing to brighten the Christmas
aeason with a series of parties and
benefits beginning next week.
Official opening of the seaaon wm
be Monday when Mortar Board,
sponsors its annual "Hanging of
the Green." Strolling carolers in
the candlelight procession will end
the Christmas serenade at the home
of President Popejoy. ·'
The students are• then to gather
in ·the SUB for lll01'e caroling and
to h11ng a wreath of holly.
Kappa Alpha Thet~:~ sorority is
planning a breakfast Sunday at
which each membtr will contribute
food and toys for distribution at
St. Anthony's orphanage at Christ·mas.
Tuesday, 118 orphans will gather
at Aquin11s hall for a party to be
,given by the Newman club. The
party is to be complete with Santa
Claus, refreshments, and a magic
·
·
show.
Santa will be held over for ·an
appearance Wednesday night at a.
party for underprivileged children
sponsored by Kappa Kappa Gamrna and Kappa Sigma. About 30
children are expected to get the, opportunity .to' meet St. Nick and receive a few pre-Christmas toys.
Games and Santa-shaped ice cream
are to be included.
Five campus groups are collecting food and toys to be distributed
by downtown service organizations.
They are Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, Alp~a Phi Omega, men's
service fraternity, Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge class, and the Naval
ROTC.
Seventy-seven foreign students,
now enrolled in the University are
also being feted during the Yuletide season.
·
The Trinity Methodist church, in
cooperation with the United Students ·Christian Fellowship, will entertain the 28 Okinawan students

.·
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